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Step 4: You can look at the pattern in my webpage: 
http://www.sb.fsu.edu/~soma/Proj/proj.html 
Original box: step1.jpg (7x133 pixels) 
Gradient box: step2 .jpg (7x4 pixels) 
Final box: step3.jpg (7x133 pixels) 

Step 3: Now go back to the original big vertical box 
created in Step 1 and select ‘Edit’ menu and ‘Fill’ sub-
menu. You will get the original image with 
superimposed striped pattern. Save the new file with 
.psd extension and convert to any other format, if 
needed. 

Step 1: First I made a box of the required dimension 
with transparent background. Here I used 7x133 pixels 
(w x h). Then I selected ‘Gradient Tool’. In the 
Gradient Tool, I used the Gradient Editor and selected 
the two colors I wanted (R167G025B048) and 
(R043G000B007). Then I drew line either top to 
bottom or bottom to top (while holding Shift Key to 
make the line straight) and let it go. I got the gradient 
fill with the colors. 

Step 2: Then I made a 7x2 px box with a different 
color that will appear as the stripe or a band in my 
case I used (R125G112B109) and filled it with the 
color. Then I made another box with twice the height 
7x4 px with transparent background and pasted the 
first and smaller box inside to create a band of 2 px 
height of color and 2 px height of transparency. Save 
this box with .psd extension. Then go to ‘File’ menu 
and select ‘Define Pattern’ sub-menu and give this 
pattern a new name and save it. 

Need: How to make a vertical box with color gradient and to have 
horizontal stripes (horizontal bands) of different color repeat using 
Photoshop CS? Or How to make alternating color bands one with 
gradient and other without the gradient 
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